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Abstract 
In this paper we analyze the use of edge finite elements and the multigrid method to approximate the problem of 
computing a static magnetic field in a cavity. We show how the mixed finite element discrete problem may be 
reformulated as a symmetric positive-definite system. This involves the proof of a discrete analogue of the second kind 
Friedrichs' inequality. Then we show how the multigrid method may be applied to compute the magnetic vector 
potential. The difficulty here is that the bilinear forms on different meshes are not related in the standard way. Two 
different intergrid transfer operators are defined in the paper for the multigrid method. The convergence theory and the 
numerical tests include both algorithms. 
Keywords. Vector potentials; Edge finite elements; Multigrid 
1. Introduction 
The use of a vector potential to represent divergence free vector functions is common in 
electromagnetic theory (see e.g. I-19]) and has also been suggested incomputational fluid dynamics 
(see e.g. [8]). In this paper we shall analyze how to approximate a vector potential and its curl using 
N6d61ec's edge elements and the multigrid method. As a model problem, let us consider the simplest 
magneto-static problem for a cavity. Given a bounded, simply connected omain f23 c [~3 with 
boundary  .F 3 and unit outward normal n3, we suppose that t23 contains amaterial with susceptibil- 
ity v (we shall ignore nonlinear effects here). If the current density is described by a given function 
F(x) then the unknown magnetic field H = H(x) satisfies the following equations: 
VxH=F in 03, (1.1) 
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V.(v- IH) = 0 in 03, (1.2) 
H.n3 = 0 on I '3 = 003 .  (1.3) 
Of course, for (1.1) to be solvable, F must be chosen such that V.F  = 0. In view of (1.2) and (1.3), 
there exists a vector potential A such that 
v- lH= VxA in 03. (1.4) 
(For a precise statement concerning the existence of vector potentials, ee Theorem 3.6 of [8].) The 
potential A satisfies 
Vx(vV×A)=F in[23, (1.5) 
V.A =0 in 03, (1.6) 
A x n3 = 0 on F 3 = 003 . (1.7) 
For simplicity, we will only consider the two space dimensional version of (1.5)-(1.7), in which 
A = (Ax (x, y), Az(x, y), 0). This describes the magnetic field in a very long cylindrical cavity away 
from the ends. Thus, the problem we will solve in this paper is the following. Given a bounded, 
simply connected, polygonal domain I2 c ~2 with boundary F and unit outward normal 
n = (n,, n2) x, we seek to approximate the vector function A that satisfies 
Vx(vVxA)=F in[2, 
V.A -=0 
Axn =0 
where 
in O, 
on F = 8~, 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
8 8 
VxA = ~x A2 -~y A1, 
(+ 
f '×  4) = 4), - 4) 
n xA  = A,n2 -- A2nl. 
To formulate (1.8)-(1.10) as a variational problem, we follow NSdSlec [17] and use the mixed 
method approach. Let 
Ho(curl;Q) = {u • (L2(Q))2  [ [7× it/e L2(Q) ,  n × it/ --- 0 on C}, (1.11) 
HI(O) = {4 e L2(O) I V~b e (L2(O)) 2, ~b --- 0 on F}, (1.12) 
and let (',.) denote the L2(O) inner product. Then (1.8)-(1.10) can be written as the problem of 
finding (A,p) ~ Ho(curl; O) x Hol(O) such that 
(vVxA, V× $,) + (VP, O) = (F,O) V0 e Ho(curl;O), (1.13) 
(A, Vq) -- 0 Vq e U~(O). (1.14) 
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Using the Babu§ka-Brezzi theory [5], this problem is well-posed for any F ~ (L2(f2)) 2 and 
v ~ L~(f2) such that 
0 < Vmi n ~ V ~ Vma x < (X3 a.e. in  t2, 
where  Vmi n and Vma x are constants ( ee [17] for the case when v = 1). We remark that since V.F  = 0 
the multiplier p = 0. To see this choose ~O = Vp in (1.13) then the weak definition of V.F  = 0 
implies that ( Vp, Vp) = 0 in t2 hence p = 0. This fact will be used to eliminate p from the discrete 
problem. Note that it is possible to solve the two-dimensional problem (1.8)-(1.10) by using a scalar 
potential. The latter approach would lead to much simpler problem. However, the method then 
cannot be extended to R 3 which is our goal. 
Dubois [7] has analyzed the problem of computing vector potentials in the fluid dynamics 
context. He implements a discrete analogue of (1.14) using the discrete axial gauge. In his 
procedure, certain degrees of freedom for the finite element approximation ofA are discarded on 
the basis of a graph theoretic analysis of the grid. Unfortunately, this pre-processing would 
complicate the multigrid scheme. Furthermore, if the discrete axial gauge is used, the discrete 
potential A h does not approximate A well (but Vx A h approximates VxA).  However, in electro- 
magnetic applications, it is sometimes desirable to approximate A itself. For example, in the case of 
a time-harmonic field, A is related to the electric field in f2 (for the time-harmonic field, the 
equations for A are obtained from (1.13)-(1.14) by adding a lower-order term). Another disadvan- 
tage of the discrete axial gauge is that it has not yet been extended to higher-order lements. Our 
procedure of eliminating p circumvents he above-mentioned difficulties. 
For general mixed methods and standard finite element spaces, Verffirth [20] has analyzed 
a multigrid scheme based on squaring the discrete matrix problem. Verfiirth's estimates cannot be 
applied directly here since N6d61ec's elements do not have the approximation properties assumed 
by Verffirth. Our approach also avoids squaring the discrete matrix problem since we do not solve 
the discrete analogue of (1.13)-(1.14) directly. 
We also note that Mandel [14] has investigated the use of standard continuous elements and the 
multigrid method for approximating (1.5)-(1.7). In his case, (1.6) is enforced by a penalty method. In 
electromagnetic calculations, the edge elements we use are particularly attractive [2, 11], and allow 
us to avoid a penalty method (although our scheme resembles a penalty method). Future directions 
for our work include the analysis of multigrid methods based on N6d61ec's elements with more 
general grids and domains than are considered here and the analysis of the full time-harmonic 
electromagnetic cavity problem. 
The plan of our paper .is as follows. First in Section 2 we formulate the finite element 
approximation of(1.13)-(1.14) using N6d+lec's edge elements on rectangles [16]. We provide error 
estimates in the presence of numerical quadrature and show that the discrete approximation to 
p may be eliminated, and hence obtain a variational problem for the approximation of A alone. 
Eliminating p simplifies the application of the multigrid technique. In Section 3, we prove, in a very 
restricted case, that the multigrid scheme we propose converges at a constant speed (independent of 
the level number) when solving the discrete quations. The analysis of the multigrid method in this 
paper applies the framework developed by Scott and Zhang in [21, 18]. We refer readers to [3, 4] 
for other references on nonnested multigrid methods. We show the results of some numerical tests 
of our algorithms. 
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2. Finite elements and error estimates 
In this section we shall formulate the finite element method for approximating (1.13)-(1.14). 
Then we show how the discrete problem may be reformulated in terms of the discrete vector 
potential alone. We shall use a very specific domain and mesh, but using isoparametric methods, 
the finite element procedure we describe is applicable in much more general circumstances [15]. 
However, the analysis of the finite element method in the presence of numerical integrations and 
isoparametric transformations has still to be performed. Also, some additional work has to be done 
in analyzing the convergence of the multigrid method for general domains. 
We assume that t2 = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and is covered by an N x N uniform mesh of squares of size 
h = 1/N. Let Qlm denote the set of polynomials of maximal degree I in x and m in y, and let 
J-, denote the collection of elements of size h. Then the lowest-order curl conforming space of 
N~d61ec [16] is 
N h = {U h ~ Ho(curl;f2)luhlr E Qol x Qlo for each K e ~g-h}. (2.1) 
To describe the degrees of freedom for this space, we define Te to be the unit tangent vector for 
a given edge e in the mesh. Then define 
ME(u)={feU.~edsforeachedgeeinthemesh }. (2.2) 
N6d61ec [16] shows that this set is curl conforming and unisolvent (strictly the proofs are for R 3, 
but the restriction of the elements to ~2 gives (2.1)-(2.2)). The chief use of degrees in (2.3) is to define 
an interpolant in N h . Ifu is sufficiently smooth (in R 2, it suffices that u e (Ho~ (f2)) 2 nHo(curl; f2), but 
in ~3 more smoothness is required), we define rhu ~ Nh to be the unique finite element function such 
that 
 E(u - rhu) = {o} .  
N~d~lec E16] shows that if the following norm is defined on Ho(curl; Q): 
Ilull~o = {llullo + II V× uHo2} 1/2, 
then 
Ilu -rhul lnc ~ Chllull2, 
where we have used the standard notation that II'lls denotes the sth-order Sobolev norm. 
An alternative to (2.2) for the degrees of freedom that is more useful from the computational 
point of view is the set M'e(u) introduced in [17] and defined by 
Mk(u) = {(u "~e)(me), where me is the midpoint of edge e for each edge}. (2.3) 
Let us note that the boundary condition n x A = 0 on F implies that the nodal values for the 
degrees of freedom on F are zero (either in (2.2) or (2.3)). The N6d61ec elements handle the 
cross-product boundary condition in a simple way. 
To discretize Hob(f2), we take the standard continuous piecewise bilinear finite element space 
Sh = {ph ~ n~o(f2) lpnir ~ Qll VK ~ ~Y-h}. (2.4) 
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The standard degrees of freedom for this space are then 
Mv(p) = { p(11) for each vertex 11 in the mesh}. 
Now we can discretize (1.13)-(1.14). We seek (Ah, p h) ~ Nh × Sn such that 
(vVxA h, Vxd/h) + (Vp h, d/h) = (F, O h ) Vd/h E Nh, (2.5) 
(A h, Vq h) = 0 Vq h e Sh. (2.6) 
Using the norm on Ho(curl; [2) defined previously, N6d61ec [16-1 proves the following estimate for 
the approximation of (1.13)-(1.14) by (2.5)-(2.6): 
IIh-hhllHo + IIp-phll  Ch(llhll2 + IIplID. 
To be precise, N6d61ec proves this result when v = 1, but the proof is trivially extended to the 
present case. To analyze the multigrid scheme, and for practical implementation, the integrals in 
(2.5)-(2.6) should be approximated by a suitable quadrature. For reasons that will become 
apparent, we only approximate integrals on the left-hand side of (2.5)-(2.6) at this stage. 
For the scalar inner product (v Vx A h, I7× ~h) in (2.5) we use the composite midpoint rule. For an 
element K 
rSpdx ~- meas(K)~b(mK), 
where mK is the centroid of K ~ ~-h. Then we define 
(2.7) 
(vVxA h, Vx d/h)hc = ~ meas(K)v(mr)(VxAh)(mr)(Vx ~bh)(mr), (2.8) 
K e.~'h 
which is obtained by writing (v17×A h, 17× ~ll h) as a sum of integrals over each element, and then 
applying (2.7) to each integral element wise. If v = 1, (2.8) is exact since 17×A h and Vx ~,h are 
piecewise constant. 
For vector inner products in (2.5)-(2.6) we use a quadrature based on values of the fields at the 
nodes. Let element K ~ Yh have the following four vertices: 
Vl : (x I ,Y l )  T, 112 : (x2,Y l )  T, 113 ~-- (X2, Y2) T, 114 : (X1, Y2) T, 
where x~ < x2, Yl < Y2. On K we use the quadrature 
f rA .Bdx  meas(K) 4 4 • A(11i).B(11i). (2.9) 
/=1 
By splitting the (L2(f2)) z inner product into integrals over each element and using (2.9) on each 
element, we can define an approximate inner product (., ")hE in the same way as (2.8) was derived. 
Note that the finite element vector functions A and B in (2.9) are discontinuous at the vertices and 
so the quadrature must be evaluated element by element. Using the composite form of (2.9): 
(a h, Vq (,4 
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The intermediate problem we analyze next is to find (.~h, ph) ~ Nh X Sh such that 
(vVx,4 h, Vx ~h)h c + (vph,~kh)h E = (F,~k h) V~k he Nh, 
(.zl h, Vqh)hE : 0 Vq h e Sh. 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
Theorem 1. I f  v ~ W 1. ~(f2) then (2.10)-(2.11) possesses a unique solution and, furthermore, 
IIh ---4hllHo + liP--phlIx ~ Ch(llhll2 + IIPlI2). (2.12) 
Proof. Using the abstract result of Janik [10] and N6d61ec [17], we must prove the discrete 
Babuska-Brezzi condition which in this context requires that there are constants fll and f12 such 
that 
sup (vh, Vqh)hE ~ ~l ]lqhlll Vqh s Sh, (2.13) 
vh~Sh, IlvhltH, ~< 1
(v V× v h, V× vh)hc >/ ~2 II vh I1~ c VV h ~ Zh, (2.14) 
where Zh := {v ~ Nhl (v, Vqh)he = 0 Vq h ~ Sh}. Estimate (2.13) is easy to verify, since VSh c Nh and 
so we may choose v h = Vqh/ll Vq h Iio. If q~ = qh(xi,Yi) where xi = ih, yj =jh, we note that 
N N-1  N- I  N 
(Vqh, ITqh)hE= E E (q[+l q[)2 q_ E E (qJ+l--q~) 2" 
i=O j=O i=O j=O 
This discrete seminorm is equivalent o II Vqhll0 (by [6, p. 206]) and hence via the Poincar6 
inequality (2.13) is proved. (2.14) can be proved as in [16], but we shall present and alternative 
proof in Lemma 4. Once (2.13) and (2.14) have been verified, application of Janik's result shows that 
IIh --.4h[IH°-I-lip- Phil1 ~< sup ~IIA--BhIIHo+ liP-- qhlll 
(B h, qh) E Nh x Sh ( 
+ C sup ( l (vVxB h, VxD h) -  (vV×B h, V×Dh)hcl 
(D h, sh)e Nh x S h 
+ l( Vqh, oh) -- ( Vqn, Oh)ne] 
+ [(Vsh, B h) -(VshBh)hEl)(llDhHno + I]sh[Ix)-l}. 
The choice of Bh= rhA and qh= PiP, where P1 is the H~(f2) orthogonal projection into Sh, 
provides estimates for the first two terms on the right-hand side above. Application of the 
Bramble-Hilbert lemma along the lines of the proof of [6, Theorem 4.14] completes the estimate 
(the quadratures in (2.7) and (2.9) are exact for constant functions and constant vector functions, 
respectively). [] 
Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11) are not very convenient from the point of view of computation since they form 
a mixed system and so the corresponding matrix will not be positive definite. We note however that 
the following lemma holds. 
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Lemma 2. I f  V .F  = 0 in t2, the solution fin of (2.10)-(2.11) is ~h = O. 
Proof. We pick 0 h = V~ h in (2.10) (this is possible since VSh c Nh [16]). Then 
( vp h, rob)hE = (F, Vp h) = -- ( V. F, p h) = O. 
Hence by the coercivity of (Vp h, ~7ffh)h E (see the proof of Theorem 1) we see that V~ h = 0 and so 
fih= 0. [] 
Using the fact that i6 h -  0, we can reformulate (2.10)-(2.11). We define a third, standard, 
quadrature scheme as follows. On an element K e 9--h with vertices vl, v2, v3 and v 4, the integral is 
approximated by 
fKq~ dx - meas(K) 4 ((~(Vl) + qb(Vz) + qb(v3) + th(v4)). (2.15) 
This is just (2.9) applied to a scalar function. Then we can obtain another approximate L 2 (f2) inner 
product on Sh in the usual way by splitting up the inner product into integrals over each element, 
and then applying (2.15) to each subintegral. We denote the resulting approximate inner product 
by (p, q)hv. Having defined this discrete inner product, we can define a discrete divergence operator. 
Dh " Nh --* Sh 
by requiring if u ~ Nh, then DhU E S h satisfies 
(Dhu, qh)hV = -- (U, Vqh)hE, qh E Sh. (2.16) 
We remark that Dhu is defined for a wider class of functions than used in the above definition. All 
that is needed is that u be smooth enough that the quadrature in (2.16) be defined, for example 
u e (H2(f2)) 2. Since the matrix corresponding to the left-hand side of (2.16) is diagonal with 
nonzero diagonal entries (this is easily seen when the standard egrees of freedom for Sh are used), 
we see that Dhu is well-defined and can be computed without solving any matrix problems, We note 
that by (2.11), DhA h = 0. 
The modified problem we consider is to find ,4 h ~ Nh such that 
(V V×.4 h, I7× oh)hc + y(O~h,  Oh~h)hv : ( / ,  I]/h) V~ h E Nh, (2.17) 
where 7 > 0 is a parameter at our disposal. First we note that (2.17) is not penalty method since we 
shall show ,,[h is independent of y. Problem (2.17) will be the problem we shall solve via the 
multigrid method. First we show that (2.17) and (2.10)-(2.11) have the same solution. 
Lemma 3. Let .4 h solve (2.17) and (/ih, ph) solve (2.10)-(2.11). Then provided V. F = 0 in f2, ,~h = ,4h. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, (2.10)-(2.11) always has a solution (,,~h, ph) ~ Nh X Sh. Since 17. F = 0, Lemma 
2 gives ph = 0, and by (2.11) D~,/h -- 0. We conclude that ,~h solves (2.17) and so the existence of 
a solution to (2.17) is verified. To verify uniqueness, we note that i fF = 0, then picking Oh = .4h in 
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(2.17) shows that .~h ~ Nh satisfies 
Vx.4  h = O inf2 and (.4*, Vq h) = O Vq h ~ S,. 
But by the uniqueness of the solution to (2.10)-(2.11) with F = 0, we conclude that Ah = 0. [] 
In fact, the bilinear form on the left-hand side of (2.17) is coercive since it satisfies a discrete 
Friedrichs' inequality as we shall show next (see [12, 13] for a discussion of the continuous 
Friedrichs' inequality). For a vector function u = (~) we define u~ = (~i) to be the value ofu at (ih,jh) 
(see Fig. 1). Then we define the discrete semi-norm 
N-1N-1  
= ;+1 ,5 (vi+1/5 ;+~/~))~ Illulll~,h Z ~ (u l+ l /5  - u ,+1/5~ + - v~+ 
i=0  j=0 
N-1N-1  
+ Z Z (u:+ 1/5 - u:_ 1/2) 2 + (v~ + 1/z - vi;- 1/5)5. (2.18) 
i=1  j= l  
We note that II1" IIIl,h is a norm on Nh and that 
Iluhllo ~< CIIlunllll,h Vu h ~ Nh. (2.19) 
(2.19) follows because (2.18) provides a bound on 8u/cgx and 8v/Sx (which are well-defined in Nh). 
We can then state and prove our discrete Friedrichs' inequality. 
Lemma 4. There are constants Co = min {Vmin, 7} and cl = max {Vmax,7} such that fo r  all u h ~ Nh, 
colllu h 2 Ill l.h <~ (v Vx  u h, 17x un)hc + 7(DhU h, DhUh)hV <~ Cl Illuhlll~.,. (2.20) 
Remarks. (1) This result and (2.19) imply that the bilinear form in (2.17) is coercive and hence 
provides an alternative proof of the existence of,~n. 
(2) The inequality (2.14) follows from (2.20). If (r h, Vqh),e = 0 Vq h ~ Sh, then Dhv h = 0 and so 
(2.20) implies that 
c II rh II ~ ~< (v Vx v ~, 17x Vh)hc. 
In addition Vmin( 17x v h, Vx  v*) <~ (v Vx  v h, Vx  v h) since Vx v h is constant on each element and so 
(2.14) is verified. 
(3) If v = 1, we can choose 7 = 1 and obtain equality with Co = cl = 1 in (2.20). In general, (2.20) 
suggests that 7 = ½ (Vm~, + Vm~) would be a good choice. Note we do not need to choose 7 to be 
a large penalty parameter. 
Proof of Lemma 4. See Fig. 1 for a diagram of the degrees of freedom of u ~ Nh. Direct computa- 
tion shows that for any u = (u~, v~) e Nh 
1 j 
= -- ui-1/2) + -- vi 1/2)) (2.21) (Dhu)~ -~((u,+112 J (v j+1/5 J- 
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u--'O 
v=O 
(i+lt2, j+l) 
© 
U (ij+l~) 
[-]v v 
U 
(i+l/2,j) 
(i+l, j+ I/'2) 
[3 v=0 
u---O 
Fig. 1. Grids and index notation. Here we show the position of the nodal degrees of freedom of u ~ Nh.  
for 1 ~i , j~N-  1 and 
(Vx"  ~j+l/2 1 j+~/2 ' 1/2) ~+ 
. . . .  1 /2 ) )  ~]i+ 1/2 h ((vi+ /)J+ --  (u i+ 1/2 J (9_.22) 
for 0 ~< i, j ~< N - 1. Furthermore, the boundary condit ion n x u = 0 implies that 
0 N Um+ I/2 = U,,,+ X/2 = O, 0~<m~<N--1 ,  
(2.23) 
v~ + l/2 = vr~ +1/2 = 0, O <~ m <<. N -1 .  
Let w ~ Nh and let w have the components (t~,6{) at appropriate interpolation points. By 
(2.21)-(2.23) and summation by parts, we obtain that 
a(u,w)  = (Vx  u, Vx  w)h,c + (Dhu, DhW)h,V 
N N 
Z (ui-J-11/2 J .~_ j - l /2  __ j - l /2~[~j -1  __ ~j ~ j -1 /2  __ i~j-1/2"~ 
- -  Ui-1/2 Vi V i -1  t~ i -1 /2  Ui-1/2 -~- ~i ~ i -1  ! 
i=1 j= l  
N-1  N-1  
"q'- 2 2 (Ui+I/2J - -  /'/i-J 1/2 q- viJ+l/2 --  /) i J -1/2)(/~+1/2 --  t/i-~J 1/2 -t- /~+1/2 - -  1) i~j-1/2) 
i=1 j= l  
N N 
Z j -1  j ~ j -  ~j (UI -1/2 v J -1 /2x. '~j -1 /2  ~j-l/2"~ 
Ui -  l/2)(Ui - ~/2 1/2) "~ (Ui -1/2 i--1 )~[i - -  - -  U i -  ~ i -  1 t 
i= l  j= l  
N-1N-1  
q- ~ 2 J j ~j ~j (V~+ 1/2 Vi )(Vi . (Ui+ 1/2 1/2) -~- --  - -  1/2)(tli+1/2 j - l /2  ~j+ I/2 ~j -  l/E) - - U  i _ - -  U i _  V i 
i=1 j= l  
(2.24) 
In particular, taking w = u, 
a(u,u) = I l lu l l l a ,h .  (2.25) 
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Now we note that 
min{vmin,7}((Vx u, Vx U)hc + (Dhu, DnU)hv) 
<~ (V [7X U, V× U)hc -k- 7(DhU, Dh)hV 
~< maX{Vmax, 7}((Vx u, Vx U)hC + (DhU, DhU)hv) 
and this completes the proof. [] 
Problem (2.17) is not fully discrete since the right-hand side (F, ~) has not been approximated 
using quadrature. Exact integration is necessary for problems (2.17) and (2.10)-(2.11) to be 
equivalent. If (F,~,) is approximated by quadrature it is no longer true that Dh.xl h= 0 (i.e. the 
solution is no longer exactly discrete divergence free). Nevertheless, the solution can be made 
approximately discrete divergence free as the next theorem shows. 
Suppose (F, ~h) is approximated by(F, ¢h)h using a quadrature rule on each element of the form 
c~dx = Z WiK~p(aiK), (2.26) 
i=1 
where wit are weights and air are quadrature points. We write 
EK(dp) = dpdx-  • wirq~(ai~). (2.27) 
i=1 
Using the quadrature in (2.26), we can define yet another approximation to the (LZ(12)) 2 inner 
product. Again, the (LZ(f2)) 2 inner product is written as a sum of integrals over elements, then (2.26) 
is applied on each element. We denote by (',')h the resulting discrete (L/(f2)) 2 inner product. 
Theorem 5. Suppose ,~h e N h satisfies 
(vVx.4h, V× ~h)hC + 7(DhAh, Dh~h)hv = (F,~kh)h V~k h~ Nh (2.28) 
and suppose that the quadrature in (2.26) is exact for polynomials in Q2a-1,2~-1 for some integer 
~t > 1, then provided V. F = 0 in I2 we have the estimates 
IIA --.4hllHO <~ Ch(lla [12 + h ~-111Fllw'.~o>), (2.29) 
I1 Oh ,~h IlH° 1/2 h a[I F II wo ~). (2.30) 
Remark. (2.28) is a fully discrete problem that can be implemented ona computer. If it is necessary 
to make the discrete vector potential close to discrete divergence free, it is sufficient to take ~ > 1, 
or take 7 large as in a standard penalty method. The choice ~ > 1 (i.e. a more accurate quadrature) 
is preferredsince a large penalty parameter will destroy the conditioning of the matrix in (2.28). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let ah(U , V) be defined by 
ah(//, w ) : (vgTx/~, V× V)h,C -q- 7(Dhli, DhV)h,V. 
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Then ,~h ~ Nh satisfies 
ah(-4h, d/h) = (F, On)h VIII h ~ Nh 
and ,4 h E Nh satisfies 
ah(.4 h, ~O h) = (F, 0h)h VO h e Nh. 
Hence by the first Strang lemma [6] and Lemma 4 
IlIA h - -4hlllLh ~< C sup ](F'~'h) -- (F'0h)h] (2.31) 
But (F, ~,h) _ (F, ~Oh)h = Y~K~:~ EK(F" O h) and using a modification of [6, Theorem 4.14-] for quadra- 
ture schemes on rectangles we have 
[EK(F" ~kh)[ ~< Ch'(meas(K)) 1/2 [[FI[w,.~tK)110 h [[H~(K) • 
Hence 
E 
K~,Y-h 
Then 
Z 
Ke.Y'h 
"~a/2 
[EK(F'0h)I ~< Ch'llFllw..~,o) x~ I]~khll~"x)) " 
IJq hll ,l ,,) = IIq'hrlo + E II VOhllb K) 
and direct computation shows that 
furthermore, by (2.19) 
Y, IEK(F'qt*)I ~< Ch~llFIIw,~Q)Jllqthllll.h. (2.32) 
KE f ,  
Use of (2.32) in (2.31) proves (2.29). 
To prove (2.30) we note that ,~h can be written uniquely as 
.~h = -4~1) + Vq h, 
where.4~a) is such that Dh//~a) = 0. Then using the test function qt* = Vq h in (2.28) we conclude that 
7(DhA h, Dh.4h)hv = 7(Oh Vq h, Dhqh)hV = (F, Vqh)h. 
But since V-F = 0, we may write 
y(Dh.,4h, DhAh)hv = (F, Vqh)h -- (F, Vqh). 
Applying (2.32) to estimate the right-hand side above shows that 
7(OhA*,OnAh)hv <~ Ch" l ie IIw,.~¢~)lll Vqnllla,h. (2.33) 
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But by Lemma 4 (with v - 1 and 7 = 1) 
III Vqhlll~,h = (Vx Vq h, V x Vqh)hc + ( D h Vq h, Dh Vqh)hv = ( Dh,4 h, Oh,4 h)hv • 
Using this equality in (2.33) proves (2.30). [] 
Let us point out that all the results in this section hold in ~3 in f2 = [0, 1] 3 and NSd61ec's 
subtrilinear elements on cubes are used. The quadrature in (2.9) is generalized to ~3 by using 
quadrature points at the mid-points of each edge of the elements. The proof of Lemma 4 is 
essentially unchanged, but now involves a number of summation by parts arguments. 
3. The muitigrid method and its convergence 
In this section, we will prove the convergence of the multigrid method for solving (2.28). Due to 
the discrete divergence operator Dh, the bilinear forms for the discrete problems on different levels 
are different. This introduces ome nonstandard ingredients to the multigrid method. To avoid 
complicating the notation, we will restrict ourselves to the case where v = 1 in (1.13), and where 
7 = 1 in (2.28). A discussion on removing these restrictions will be given at the end of the section. 
Let Yl  be an initial grid on f2 = [0, 1] x [0, 1] containing uniform squares of size hi. Cutting 
each square into 4 subsquares, we get a family of grids {J-k, k = 1, 2 . . . .  } and correspondingly 
a family of finite element spaces {Nk := Nh~, k = 1, 2, ... } (see Fig. 1). The index h in the last section 
will be replaced by the level number k, for example, ~--k := ~--hk" Our goal is to solve (2.28) (with v = 1 
and 7 = 1): Find Ak ~ Nk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  such that 
ak(Ak,~ll) = (F,l~)hk ~/~ E Nk, (3.1) 
where 
ak(~,~O):=(Vx~b, VX~)k,c+(Dkdp, Dk~)k,V, k= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and the four discrete quadrature formulas are defined in (2.7), (2.9), (2.15) and (2.26). We note that 
though the finite elements are not continuous, the multilevel N6d61ec spaces are nested naturally: 
N1 oN2 c ... C Nk . . .  . (3.2) 
However, caused by Dk, the bilinear forms on different levels are different: 
ak(~,¢) ~ ak-l(~,~) for some ~b,¢~ Nk- 1 C N k. 
Therefore, we have to deal with a nonnested multigrid algorithm. There could be many different 
ways to define the intergrid transfer operator in the nonnested multigrid method (e.g. see [21], also 
the numerical test in the next section). For the simplicity of analysis, we will not use the natural 
embedding (3.2) as the intergrid transfer operator for the moment.  Instead, we introduce linear 
triangular elements, from which we define the intergrid transfer operator. 
If we choose the usual nodal basis for the edge elements, we can see from (2.24) that the 
coefficient matrix for the linear system (3.1) is 2 x 2 block-diagonal, and each diagonal block is 
a discrete Laplacian. To make use of the known results of the nonnested multigrid method in [21], 
we will introduce linear triangular elements. For each grid J-k we can construct wo triangulations 
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Fig. 2. Grids ~--k, ~-'k-1 and auxiliary grids. 
using its midpoints. For example, when we use the middle points of horizontal edges ~--k, we will get 
the triangulation ff~l) as shown in Fig. 2D. ff~2) is constructed similarly (Fig. 2E). On the grid 
~1) ,  we define V ~1) to be the space of continuous, piecewise linear functions, which are constant in 
one direction on the two hk/2 width regions along the two vertical boundary edges and which 
vanishes on the two horizontal boundary (see Fig. 2D and Fig. 3 in Section 4). That is, uh(a) = uh(b) 
for the nodes a and b in Fig. 2D, but Uh needs not to be constant in the vertical direction. The nodal 
value interpolation gives a one-one mapping between the first component functions of Nk and 
V~ 1) functions. V~ z) is defined similarly (see Fig. 2E). We denote the one-to-one, nodal-value 
preserving operator by 
Fk:Nk ~ V~I) x V~ 2). (3.3) 
Lemma 6. For any u e Nk, let (u(i),u (2)) = Fk(U) ~ Vtki) X V~k 2). It holds that 
ak(U, V) = (grad u (1), grad V(1))L2(f2) "Ji- (grad u (2), grad U(2))L2(f2) ~fV e Nk, (3.4) 
where (v (x), v (2)) = Fk(V). 
Proof. We can choose the usual nodal bases for Nk and Vtk a) X Vtk 2). We need to compare the 
stencils at each grid point for both sides of (3.4). At the three types of grid points d, c and a (see 
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Fig. 2D), the stencil would be respectively: 
-1  
-1  
4 
-1  
-1  
-1  4 -1 ) ,  
-1  
-1  
3 
-1  
-1  
for both ak(U , V) and (grad u (1), grad V(a))L,(m. Therefore, (3.4) is proved by expanding the functions 
under the nodal bases. [] 
We define two auxiliary boundary value problems (see Figs. 2D and E): 
-Au=f  in [0,1]×[,0,1], ( -Au=f  in [-0,1,]×[,0,1], 
u=0 on F~)={y=0,1} ,  and lu=0 on F~)={x=0,1} ,  (3.5) 
Ou/On=O on F~)={x=0,1} ,  3u/On=O on F~)={y=0,1} .  
For both problems in (3.5) the singularity is at the corners, where sudden changes of boundary 
conditions occur. The regularity for the problems in (3.5) is well-known so that if f is sufficiently 
smooth 
u ~ H 1 +r~/(20o)(~). (3.6) 
In the case of the rectangle, the interior angle 0o = rt/2. We have the full regularity that u ~ Hz(I2) 
for anyfE L2(I2) and i f f~ H "- 1(t2) then Ilulln'+'(m ~< C II f Ilm-'(m for any 0 ~< ~ ~< 1. As usual, we 
define H~0(f2 ) = {ulTu = 0 on F~ )} for i = 1, 2, where 7 is the trace operator. It is standard to prove 
(see [-6.]; [9, Lemma 4.2.]) that for all u ~ HZ(t2)c~H~0(f2) 
inf ([I u - v I[L2(a) + hklU -- VIH'(m) ~ Ch~ +~ IIu [[H,+°(m (3.7) 
w V (~ ') 
for any 0 ~< a ~< ½. If we further restrict u such that Ou/On [r~) = 0, then (3.7) holds for all 0 ~< • ~< I. 
Therefore, if we discretize (3.5) by V (°, the Galerkin method would have the optimal order of 
convergence. 
From Figs. 2B and D, one can see that multi-level grids 3-~ ° are not nested, and consequently 
that the multi=level spaces V(R ° are not nested: -k-iV(° eV  (°. We define the intergrid transfer 
operator l(k 0 • --,-11"(0 ~ V ~) to be the usual nodal-value interpolation operator. These two operators, 
I~ I) and l(k 2), induce a natural intergrid transfer operator I , 'Nk -  1 ~ NR which is defined as 
Ik(V) = F ;  1(Itkl)V(1), I(kZ)v (2)) Vv ~ Nk- 1, (3.8) 
where (v m, v (2)) = Fk-x(V) and Fk(') is defined in (3.3). 
To define a practical smoothing iteration in the multigrid method, we make use of the 
grid-dependent odal-value inner products, (-, ")h,E defined after (2.9). In terms of the nodal values 
of the finite elements (using the degrees of freedom in (2.3)) we have that for u = (u,v) T, 
v = (~, 15) T E Nk, 
Nk Nk--I Nk--I Nk 
(U,V)R = h 2 ~ ~, J ~J (3.9) ui-1/2ui-1/2 + h2k ~_, Z .j-1/2~j-l/2 v i v i • 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j= l  
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We note that (., ")k = ( ' , ' ) k ,E  may be different from the (',')hk in (3.1). We define a sequence of 
symmetric and positive definite operators Ak : Nk ~ Nk by 
(AkU, V ) = ak(U,V) VV ~ Nk, (3.10) 
and a family (with two parameters) of discrete norms 
IIIvllls.k := x/(A~v,v)k Vv ~ Nk, 0 <~ S <~ 1. 
The multigrid method is defined recursively (see [1]). 
Definition 7 (One W-cycle multigrid iteration). For k = 1, the finite element linear systems ((3.1) or 
(3,12) below) will be solved exactly. For k > 1, m pre-smoothings are performed first on the initial 
guess w0 resulting in a new approximation Wm which satisfies: 
(Wl -- WI-I,V)k = pk((F,I))k -- ak(Wl-l,l~)) VV6 Nk, l = 1,2, ... ,m, (3.11) 
where (., ")k is defined in (3.9), and Pk is the reciprocal of the maximal eigenvalue of Ak, which is 
defined in (3.10). Then a coarse level correction q e N k_ 1 is obtained by doing p (>~ 2) multigrid 
iterations on the following (k - 1)st level problem with initial guess 0: 
ak_l(q,V) = (F, IkV)k -- ak(Wm, Ik v) VV E NR-1,  (3.12) 
where the intergrid transfer operator I k is defined in (3.8). wm is then corrected to obtain a new 
approximate solution Wm+ ~ by 
Wm+ l =Win + Ikq. 
The process to produce W,n+ ~ from Wo is called one kth level multigrid iteration. 
Theorem 8 (Convergence of the multigrid method). The multigrid method defined in Definition 
7 has a constant rate of convergence which is independent of the number of unknowns in the linear 
system (3.1). That is, there exists a constant Yo < 1 depending on p and m, but independent of k and 
Ak such that 
IIIhk - Wm+,llll.~  ~'olllhk - Wollll.k. 
Proof. Because of (3.4), solving the linear system (3,1) by the multigrid method is precisely that 
solving the two linear triangular finite element systems for (3.5). We note that the multigrids 
~--~il are not nested, that all grids are nevertheless quasiuniform, and that they satisfy the finite 
cover condition (1.6) of [21] trivially. Therefore, the theorem is a corollary of Theorem 3.1 in [21] 
as we have both the elliptic regularity (3.6) and the approximation property (3.7). [] 
By Theorem 8, one can use the full multigrid iterations to obtain the optimal order of 
computation for the multigrid method. We refer readers to Bank and Dupont [1] for the details. In 
Definition 7, the intergrid transfer operator is defined via linear triangle lements, which is not very 
natural. One may like to use the natural embedding (3.2) or other averaging operators in the 
multigrid method to transfer functions from Nk-1 to Nk. 
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Fig. 3. Grid lines (solid) for Jk 1 and auxiliary grid lines for Y-(k1-)1 (dotted) and ~--(k 1) (dashed). 
Let I k 'Nk_  1 -*  Nk  be the natural embedding operator: IkV = v • Nk  for all v e Nk-  1. We would 
get two corresponding intergrid transfer operators r~ °" --k-IV") ~ V~0 for i = 1, 2, defined by 
/'(1),,(1) ~'(2),,(2h Fk([kFf-Xl(VI1),V(2))) = Fk(V), ~k L, ,~k  u ! ---- (3.13) 
where Fk- l(v) = (V(1), V (2)) • V(1-) 1 X V(2)k-1 and v • Nk- 1. The intergrid transfer operators I(k ° are 
quite different from the nodal value interpolation operators 1~0 defined in (3.8) that we cannot 
apply the theory in [21] directly. But we can apply a framework of [18] for higher-dimensional 
nonnested multigrid method as the intergrid transfer operators r(k i) are stable in semi-H 1 norm as 
proved in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9. For  all the level k, it holds that 
x//2 v(i) i=  1,2, (3.14) IT~%IHI(~) < Ivl.,¢~> We-k_1 ,  
where r~ i) is defined in (3.13). 
Proof. We will prove (3.14) for i = 1. The proof for i -- 2 is similar. In Fig. 3, the grids for Y--k- 1, 
Y -~ I  and y--~l) are drawn with solid, dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Then the two 
seminorms in (3.14) can be computed by the nodal values of v at the nodes of y~l)  1 like A, B, C and 
D depicted in Fig. 3. 
- (1 )  2 
J ig  Vln'(Dehjo) 
= ½(v(A) - v(B)) z + ¼ (v(A) - v(C))2 + ¼ (v(B) - v(O)) z 
+ ½ (v(C) - v(D)) z + ¼ (v(A) - v(B) + v(C) - v(D)) 2 
<<. (v(A) - v(B)) 2 + (v(C) - v(D)) 2 + ~(v(A) - v(C)) 2 + ¼(v(B) - v(D)) 2 , 
2 IvI.'(DACD , = ½((v(A) - v(B)) 2 + (v(A) - v(C))  z + (v(C) - v(D))  z + (v(B) - v(D))Z) . 
(3.14) is then proved by summing over all such squares. [] 
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Corollary 10. It holds that 
IIIr vlllx,  C, IIIvlllx,k-1 
where CI = x/~. 
VI J~Nk-1 ,  k = 2,3, .. . ,  
Definition 11. (W-cycle symmetric multigrid algorithm). Definition 7 remains the same except 
m post-smoothings (3.11) are performed after the coarse-level correction for the kth (k > 1) level 
iteration. That is, one symmetric multigrid iteration would produce w2m+~ from a given initial 
guess Wo, where w~ are defined by (3.11) for 1 = m + 2, ... ,2m + 1. 
Theorem 12 (Convergence of the symmetric multigrid method). The multigrid method defined in 
Definition 11 has a constant rate of convergence which is independent of the number of unknowns in the 
linear system (3.1). That is, there exists a constant 70 < 1 depending on p and m, but independent of 
k and Ak such that 
I l l& - w2m+alllx,k 7oll lhk - wollll. . 
Proof. With the conditions (3.6) and (3.14), the proof provided by [18] remains the same here. To 
be complete, we include an outline of [18] here. First we prove the case of two levels, i.e., (3.12) is 
solved exactly on the (k - 1)st level. We define a map from N,+I to Nk: 
ak(QkU, V) = ak + I (U, V) Vr e Nk, 
where u ~ Nk + 1. Then the error reduction operator Rk for the multigrid method is defined by 
e2m+ 1 ---- Rkeo = (I - pkAk)m(I -- TkQ k_ x)(I - pkAk)meo, 
where errors e~- -Ak-  w~. We note that RR is a self-adjoint operator with respect o ak( ' , ' ) .  
Therefore, we need to show that 
ak(Rk,A,A) <~ ~,olllhlll~,k VA e S, ,  (3.15) 
for some 70 < 1 independent of k. Because of Lemma 6, we can prove (3.15) in terms of the 
triangular linear elements. Let a(u,v) = j 'ogradu:gradvdx for all u = Fk(A) and v = FR(B) in 
V ~) × V ~2) where A and B are in Nk, and F, is the mapping defined in (3.3). To shorten otation, for 
anyA ~ NR, we let u = Fk(A), O = Fk- 1 ° Qk- 1 ° Fk i and T = FR ° Ik ° Fk-Xl . It follows by Corollary 
10 and [18, Lemmas 3.1-3.2] (where we used (3.6)) that 
lak((I -- TRQk-1)A,A)I = la((I - T~)u,u)l = la(u,u) - a(O~u,u)[ 
= [a((I - Q)u, (I + O)u)l <<. lu + Ouln,(m~lu - Quln,(m 2
~< (1 + C,)luln,( ) Chklllulll2, , - = Chkl l lAl l l l ,kl l lAl l l2,k VA e NR. 
is the discrete norm on V~l)x V~ z) defined by a(',-), the same way as the 
by ak(','). It is well-known (see [1]) for the smoothings (3.11) that 
Here Illullk~,~ 
bllAIIk  defined 
lll(I - pkAk)'~A 1112,k <~ Ch[ lm-  1/2 HIA Illl.,. Therefore, for the two-level method (3.15) holds for 
m sufficient large, where 70 = C/x//~. The generalization from the two-level method to the W-cycle 
method is standard (see [1]). [] 
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If v is not constant in (2.28), we cannot separate the linear system (3.1) for the two vector 
components any more. In such a case, the multigrid method for solving (3.1) is no longer equivalent 
to solving two linear triangular elements Laplace equations. One may still prove the convergence 
of the multigrid method directly. But we would simply use the multigrid solver for the (3.1) with 
v = 1 as a perconditioner for the general (3.1) where 0 < C1 ~< v ~< C2. By such a conditioning, the 
condition number would be bounded by a constant, independent of the discretizations. 
4. A numerical test 
In our numerical test, the domain is the unit square. We let the solution of (1.8) be 
A = Vx (X2(1 - -  X)2y2(1 - -  y)2) .  
The right-hand side function F is taken to be Vx (v VxA). The level one grid consists of only one 
square. Fig. 4 shows the first component of the solution vector A on the 5th grid and the pointwise 
discretization error, where we plot the function as a piecewise linear, continuous function to avoid 
the discontinuity. Note that at the boundary strips, the functions are defined to be constant in the 
direction perpendicular to the boundary. 
In Table 1, the number of iterations needed for each method is listed, where inside parentheses 
we can find the compute CPU time (of Sparc station IPX) for each iteration in seconds. In column 
2, the nodal errors, IA - Ak I at nodal points, are listed, from which one can see that the order of 
convergence is 2. In column 3, due to the O(hk 2) condition number for linear system (3.1), the 
number oi Jacobi iterations increases at the same rate. But if we use the conjugate gradient 
iterations, the number of iterations needed would be of order O(hk 1). However, if we use the 
multigrid method, no matter which intergrid transfer operators i used, the number of iterations is 
Fig. 4. The solution on the 5th grid and the discretization error (× 10). 
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Table 1 
The numbers of iterations (and CPU time in seconds) needed in solving (3.1) 
319 
Level Unknown Nodal error Jacobi CG Multigrid 1 Multigrid 2 
number (x 10- 8) iteration iteration iteration iteration 
4 112 40 321 68 8 2.8 2.8 
(1.2) (0.2) (0.4) (0.5) 
5 480 11 516 239 16 3.1 3.1 
(15.4) (1.6) (2.1) (2.1) 
6 1984 2914 816 30 3.1 3.1 
(165.0) (11.2) (8.7) (8.9) 
7 8064 698 2693 59 2.7 3.1 
(947.9) (83.2) (36.1) (37.6) 
8 32512 186 8489 114 2.8 3.1 
(11 612.3) (644.6) (149.8) (152.0) 
Fig. 5. Left: a level 3 function on J-~U 1; Middle: interpolated tolevel 4 by I[ 1} (see (3.8)); Right: interpolated tolevel 4 by 
i"tk l) (see (3.13)). 
independent of the size of the linear system. In our multigrid iterations, we used the symmetric 
V-cycle with 3 pre-smoothings and 3 post-smoothings, i.e., three more iterations of (3.11) are added 
after (3.12) in Definition 7. We also used the conjugate gradient method as our fine-level smooth- 
ings here. Each such V-cycle iteration is approximately equivalent to 10 Jacobi iterations in term of 
arithmetic omplexity. For all levels, the multigrid method here are superior to the Jacobi iteration. 
From level 6 on, the multigrid method is better than the conjugate gradient method. From columns 
7 and 8 of Table 1, we can see that there is almost no difference in using the two intergrid transfer 
operators, the one induced by the linear triangle elements (defined in (3.8)) and the natural 
embedding operator. In Fig. 5, we interpolate a level 3 function to level 4, by the two intergrid 
transfer operators. As the coarse-level correction is to correct low-frequency iterative errors, one 
may conclude from Fig. 5 that the operator defined in (3.8) could be a little better than the natural 
embedding operator. This is verified by the data in Table 1. 
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